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Abstract. The Vienna Development Method (VDM) uses contract-based ele-
ments such as invariants to constrain data, and pre- and post conditions to specify
intended behaviour. Data and behaviour can be validated against these contract-
based elements using test automation for VDM. This technique uses traces – a
kind of pattern – to specify test sets, which can be executed against the VDM
model. In this paper we demonstrate how traces can be code generated to Java
and used to test a version of the VDM model, implemented as a Java Modeling
Language (JML) annotated Java program. This approach has potential to allow
a larger number of tests to be executed since the tests are run as compiled code
rather than using a VDM interpreter. To study the performance of code gener-
ated traces, execution times are compared to those obtained using different VDM
interpreters.

1 Introduction

Inspired by TOBIAS [22, 23], the Vienna Development Method (VDM) [10, 14] has
been enhanced with combinatorial testing – a test automation feature that uses a pattern-
based notation to describe and execute test sets. In VDM, combinatorial testing is used
to validate data and behaviour against invariants and pre- and post conditions [18, 19].
The tests are generated from a pattern, referred to as a trace, which describes a finite
subset of all possible executions of a VDM model. Combinatorial testing for VDM is
supported for an executable subset of VDM by the Overture [20] and the VDMJ [1]
interpreters.3 However, execution of large combinatorial test sets can be slow and de-
manding in terms of memory resources. To improve on this situation, this paper presents
a technique that allows traces to be executed as compiled code.

Using Overture’s [17, 5, 25] VDM-to-Java code generator [15, 28] a VDM-SL model
can be translated to a Java program, where the contract-based VDM elements are de-
scribed using Java Modeling Language (JML) constraints [21]. In this paper we extend
this code generator to support traces.4 When a code generated trace is executed using a

3 We note that although VDMJ used to be the core of the Overture tool, Overture has been re-
designed to promote its extensibility [6, 7]. The Overture interpreter and VDMJ are therefore
different interpreters, although the former is inspired by the latter.

4 The trace code generator is included in the Overture tool.
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JML tool, the trace tests are expanded and run against the code generated version of the
VDM specification. The verdict of each test is determined by checking the generated
code against the JML constraints. There are two benefits to this approach. First, it has
potential to support faster execution of larger test sets since the tests are executed as
compiled code rather than using a VDM interpreter. Secondly, it allows the trace to be
used to validate the generated code against the properties described by the VDM model.
In our work we use the OpenJML [3] runtime assertion checker to execute the code gen-
erated trace. The reason for this is that OpenJML is the only tool that we are aware of
that currently supports Java 7 as well as the subset of JML produced by Overture’s Java
code generator.

We have used code generated traces to analyse properties of an algorithm used to ob-
fuscate Financial Accounting District (FAD) codes, which are used to identify branches
of a retailer. The algorithm was modelled in VDM and validated using combinatorial
testing. One of the interesting aspects of this case study is that it involves the gener-
ation and execution of one million tests, which code generated traces enabled us to
execute. However, as we shall see, very recent advances in trace expansion techniques
allows traces to be executed much more efficiently. Currently VDMJ is the only VDM
interpreter that supports this expansion algorithm. To study the performance of code
generated traces we compare the execution times to those obtained using Overture and
VDMJ.

Combinatorial testing has been researched for several years [24] with most of the
work centred around tools that support combinatorial testing for different programming
languages [29]. At the level of specification languages it is worth comparing our work
to [9]. In their work, Dick et al. use a finite-state automaton approach to support test se-
quencing of implicit-style VDM models. However, since their technique uses symbolic
values, one needs to provide the means to select concrete ones.

Similar to VDM, TOBIAS supports test case generation from a pattern that de-
scribes a test set. The test cases generated by TOBIAS can be output as sequences of
VDM operation calls or as JUnit [16] test cases. In particular, the latter can be used to
test a Java implementation against a JML specification. Although our work currently
only supports Java and JML, it also enables code generation of the VDM specification
in addition to the tests. Our technique may, however, be adopted to use other Design-
by-Contract (DbC) implementation technologies (section 6).

The test automation technique presented in this paper, is also comparable to what
can be achieved using SAT solvers [2] since both techniques conduct an analysis for
a finite collection of cases. However, while SAT solvers are limited by the number
of values for each domain, our approach is guided by traces for the finite number of
combinations to be analysed. Similar to our approach the Spin model checker translates
a Promela model into an optimised C-program that performs exhaustive exploration of
the state space [12]. In order to avoid the state explosion problem that is inherent to
model checking, one needs to limit the size of the state space subject to exploration.
In VDM the state space is limited by the desired paths undertaken, which is expressed
using a trace.

The structure of the paper is as follows: after this introduction, combinatorial testing
for VDM is described in section 2. Next, our approach to code generating traces is
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presented in section 3. Afterwards, the performance of code generated traces is studied
using an industrial case study in section 4. This is followed by a discussion of the
performance results in section 5. Finally, this paper concludes and outlines future work
in section 6.

2 Background

2.1 VDM

VDM is one of the longest established formal methods for the development of computer-
based systems. In VDM data are defined by means of types built using constructors that
define records and collections such as sets, sequences and mappings from basic val-
ues such as booleans, characters and numbers. Data types can be further constrained
with type invariants and the overall system state can similarly have a state invariant
defined. Functionality is defined in terms of functions and operations over data types.
These can be defined implicitly by pre conditions and post conditions that characterise
their behaviour, or explicitly by means of specific algorithms. Function and operation
arguments are passed by value, which avoids the complexity of value aliasing.

Collectively, the state/type invariants and pre- and post conditions define “contracts”
that the specification must meet. A specification implicitly defines functions that repre-
sent each of its constraints. For example, a pre condition defines a total function which
has the same parameters as the function (or operation) that it guards and a boolean re-
sult; the body of the function is the pre condition expression. Similarly, a type definition
with an invariant implicitly defines a total function with parameters that match its value
constructor and a boolean result; the body of the function is the invariant expression.

As an informative annex to the VDM-SL ISO standard [13], a module-based exten-
sion has been added to the language. This extension enables structuring of a VDM-SL
model into a collection of modules with capabilities to import and export definitions
to/from other modules. A module may define a single state component which can be
constrained by an invariant.

2.2 Combinatorial testing of VDM models

Combinatorial tests are a form of animation that allow large numbers of tests to be gen-
erated using patterns. A combinatorial test generator expands these patterns, or traces,
by considering every possible combination of values that would match the pattern. Then
for each combination of values, the system is reset and an animation performed. It is not
unusual to generate hundreds of thousands of tests this way, which therefore explores
far more of the possible system states than ad-hoc animation testing.

Traces are closely related to normal VDM-SL expressions, but expand “looseness”
to consider all possible results. For example, in a normal specification the expression
let a in set S be st p(a) selects a value from the set S such that p is true.
If there are many such values in S, VDM does not define which one is selected, only
that the one selected meets p. In a trace, the same expression generates a new test,
with a new binding for a, for every value in S that meets p(a). Similarly, the non-
deterministic statement ||(op1(), op2(), op3()) usually means that the three
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operations are called sequentially, but in an undefined order. When this appears in a
trace, it generates one test for every possible ordering of the calls.

Futhermore, when a trace contains two or more clauses that would expand to multi-
ple tests, a test is generated for every combination of the expansions. For example, the
trace in listing 1.1 calls the operation op with every possible combination of a value
from the set A and a value from the set B.�
let a in set A in
let b in set B in
op(a, b);
� �

Listing 1.1. Example of trace in VDM.

At the end of the expansion, every generated test is an ordered sequence of variable
assignments and operation or function calls. So if A={1} and B={7,14}, the example
above would expand to a=1; b=7; op(a,b) and a=1; b=14; op(a,b). Each
test will then execute successfully if the sequence of operation calls do not violate
any constraints, either in the creation of the variable values or in the execution of the
operations. In this context, a constraint violation is a condition that leads to a runtime-
error such as an invariant violation or division by zero. A test which does not violate
any constraints is considered a PASS. A test which breaks a constraint is normally
considered a FAIL, but tests which violate a constraint directly when an operation is
called from the test is considered INCONCLUSIVE. The reason is that it is possible that
the specification is correct but the test generation is at fault. For example, the generation
may produce test cases that violate the outermost operation pre conditions.

2.3 Code generation for VDM-SL

The work presented in this paper is implemented as an extension of Overture’s VDM-
to-Java code generator. This code generator represents each VDM-SL module using a
final Java class that has a private constructor to protect against instantiation and
subclassing. The module class uses a static field to represent the state component (if
defined) and functions and operations are translated to static Java methods that are
added to the module class.

The generated Java code is supported by a small runtime library, which includes
Java implementations of some of the VDM types and operators. For example, sets, se-
quences and maps are implemented using the VDMSet, VDMSeq and VDMMap classes,
which are extensions of standard Java collections.

Overture’s Java code generator can translate pre- and post conditions and invari-
ants of VDM-SL specifications to JML annotations that are added to the generated
Java code [28]. JML is a DbC specification language, used for specification of Java
classes and interfaces. To demonstrate how the code generator uses JML, consider a
code generated method f, with input parameters i1,...,in, derived from a user-
defined VDM-SL function. Then f has a code generated static pre condition method
pre f with the same parameters as f. To indicate that pre f has no write-effects it is
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marked with the JML pure modifier. In addition, f is annotated with the requires
pre f(i1,...,in) annotation to make pre f a pre condition of f. The generated
Java program can be validated against the JML annotations in order to ensure that the
generated code meets the properties described by the contracts of the VDM specifica-
tion.

The Java code generator also produces JML checks to ensure the consistency of
VDM types when they are translated to Java. This is achieved using a function Is(v,T)
which checks that a Java value or object reference v is consistent with the VDM type T
that it originates from. For example, consider a Java value or object reference v which
represents a VDM identifier that is either a natural number or a boolean value, i.e.
it is of type bool|nat. In the generated Java code Is(v,bool|nat) is a JML
predicate that is used to test whether v is either true, false or some positive in-
teger. For this simple example the JML annotation checks that Utils.is nat(v)
|| Utils.is bool(v) is true. More complex types, such as user-defined types
constrained by invariants or collection-based types, generate more complicated JML
checks. The full definition of Is(v,T) and a description of how this function is used
by the Java code generator, is described in detail in [28]. Some of the checks generated
by Is(v,T) uses functionality of the Java code generator’s runtime library, including
a small extension of it called V2J. For example, V2J has functionality to check if a
Java object represents an injective mapping or a non-empty sequence, which is used to
check type constraints in the generated code.

The trace code generator uses the JML annotations to detect contract and type vi-
olations in the generated code. This is used to determine the verdicts of the trace tests.
For example, if one of the tests violates a JML post condition then this test is consid-
ered a FAIL. As another example, a test that passes arguments to an operation that
do not match the operation signature – with respect to the VDM-SL specification – is
considered INCONCLUSIVE. This is detected using the JML predicates produced by
Is(v,T).

3 Code Generating Traces

Internally Overture represents a trace as an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) composed of
nodes that correspond to the different kinds of trace constructs (e.g. a let binding
or a non-deterministic statement). This AST represents a pattern that can be expanded
into a test set. The code generator takes a similar approach to representing traces by
constructing the trace AST using trace constructs or nodes available via the Java code
generator’s runtime library: the Alternative trace node is used to represent the tests
produced by the | trace operator or the let be st bindings. The let binding only
defines trace variables. The Concurrent trace node represents the || trace operator
and expands to all possible orderings of the tests of its child nodes. The Repeat trace
node is used to repeat tests a specified number of times according to some repetition
pattern, e.g. op(x){1,2}. The Sequence trace node expands to the sequencing of
the tests of its child nodes. The Statement trace node expands to a single test, which
is the invocation of a Call statement. The Call statement nodes constitute the leaves
of the trace AST.
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In order to construct a code generated version of the trace, the code generator pro-
duces Java code that when executed builds a trace AST, composed of nodes from the
Java code generator’s runtime library. To demonstrate the process of code generat-
ing a trace AST, consider the VDM-SL trace in listing 1.2. In this listing, the non-
deterministic choice between fun(x) and op1(x) produces two tests: fun(x);
op1(x) and op1(x); fun(x). The repetition of op2(x) further produces two
tests: op2(x) and op2(x); op2(x). Since the repeated and concurrent trace oper-
ators are grouped as alternatives, and the tests are expanded for all bindings for x, the
total number of tests accumulates to eight. These tests are shown in listing 1.3.�
let x in set {1,2} in (
||(fun(x),op1(x)) | op2(x){1,2}

)
� �
Listing 1.2. Example of a trace specified using VDM-SL.

�
x = 1; fun(x); op1(x); /* Test 1 */
x = 1; op1(x); fun(x); /* Test 2 */
x = 1; op2(x); /* Test 3 */
x = 1; op2(x); op2(x); /* Test 4 */
x = 2; fun(x); op1(x); /* Test 5 */
...
x = 2; op2(x); op2(x); /* Test 8 */
� �

Listing 1.3. The tests generated from the trace in listing 1.2.

At runtime the code generated version of a trace is represented as an object tree
composed of the different trace nodes and trace variables used during the expansion
of the trace. For the trace in listing 1.2, the trace AST is visualised using the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) object diagram in fig. 1.

Expansion and execution of the trace is handled entirely by the runtime library, and
performed using the ExecTests method in the TraceNode class. The execution of
the trace tests is shown using a UML sequence diagram in fig. 2. In this figure ast
represents the trace AST, module is the code generated version of the module enclos-
ing the trace, testAcc is used to record the test results, and finally store is used
to manage system states between the different test runs. As described in section 2, the
system is reset between each test, i.e. the tests are executed independently. The code
generator uses the store to achieve this when executing the code generated version
of the trace. The test accumulator (testAcc in fig. 2) receives information about each
test that has been executed via the registerTestmethod. This method call has been
omitted from fig. 2 to keep the figure simple. A test accumulator is implemented as a
strategy [11], i.e. one test accumulator may print the test results directly to the console,
another test accumulator may write the results to the file system and so on.

As a first step of the test expansion and execution, the module class enclosing the
code generated trace is registered in the store. In case there are other module classes
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traceAst:Sequence

let:Alternative

:Sequence

|:Alternative

||:Concurrent

:Statement

fun(x):Call

:Statement

op1(x):Call

{1,2}:Repetition
from=1
to=2

:Statement

op2(x):Call

2
:TraceVar

Fig. 1. Runtime representation of a code generated trace, shown using a UML object diagram.

they are also registered in the store, since they might also have their state changed
during test execution. Subsequently the tests are derived by invoking the getTests
method on the root of the ast, which returns a TestSequence that contains the
generated tests. Next, each test is executed and the store is reset to restore the system
state. This process continues until there are no more tests to be executed.

The Call statement is an abstract class defined by the runtime library. When a
trace is code generated, the code produced implements and instantiates the Call state-
ments as anonymous classes. As shown in fig. 3, the Call statement defines three
methods: The isTypeCorrect method is used to determine whether the input to the
Call statement matches the types of the formal parameters of the function or operation
that the Call statement originates from. If this method returns false the current test
is considered INCONCLUSIVE. Since the implementation of the isTypeCorrect
method depends on the signature of the function or operation that the Call statement
originates from, this method is implemented by the Java code generator when the trace
is code generated. The isTypeCorrect method returns true by default, which cor-
responds to the situation where the input to the Call statement can be guaranteed,
using static analysis, to be type correct. In this particular case the code generator does
not have to implement the isTypeCorrect method. To illustrate, the construction
and implementation of the Call statement object used to represent op2 is shown in
listing 1.4. Note that the code generated version of the argument x is accessed from a
scope enclosing the Call methods.

For a Call statement to be type correct the input arguments a1,...,an must
match the types of the formal parameters, T1,...,Tn, of the function or operation
that the Call statement originates from. Using the function Is(v,T), described in
section 2, we require that Is(a1,T1) && ... && Is(an,Tn) holds in order for
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the Call statement to be considered type correct. This check is code generated to a
JML assertion, which can be configured to produce an AssertionError that signals
that the Call statement is not type correct for the given arguments. As indicated by the
generated JML check in listing 1.4, it is assumed that the formal parameter of op2 is
of type nat.

If a test is considered type correct the runtime library will check that the pre con-
dition of the Call statement is met, which is checked using the meetsPreCond
method. The meetsPreCond method returns true by default, which corresponds
to the situation where no pre condition is defined. If either the isTypeCorrect
or meetsPreCond method yield false the test is INCONCLUSIVE. Otherwise the
runtime library proceeds by calling the execute method, which evaluates the Call

loop

[tests.hasNext()]

ast:TraceNode

test:TestSequence

TraceNodeUser

reset(store)

register(store,module)

execute(test)

«create»
tests

getTests()

test

next()

execTests(ast,module,testAcc,store)

Fig. 2. Execution of a code generated trace, shown using a UML sequence diagram.

Call

isTypeCorrect() : Boolean
meetsPreCond() : Boolean
execute() : Object

Fig. 3. The interface of the Call statement node.
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Call callStm_3 = new Call() {
public Boolean isTypeCorrect() {
try {
//@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);

} catch (AssertionError e) {
return false;

}
return true;

}
public Boolean meetsPreCond() {
return pre_op2(x);

}
public Object execute() {
return op2(x);

}
public String toString() {
return "op2(" + Utils.toString(x) + ")";

}
};

Listing 1.4. Implementation of a Call statement.

statement and returns the result to the runtime library. This method is abstract and im-
plemented by the code generator when the trace is code generated (see listing 1.4).

4 Case study

4.1 FAD codes

A FAD code is a six digit number, used to identify branches of a retailer. The customer
asked us to consider a scenario where FAD codes were obfuscated such that codes were
still six digits, still unique per branch, and the entire 0-999999 value range was still
available. This is equivalent to creating a permutation on the list of all possible FAD
codes. But the obfuscation of a FAD code also needed to be a lightweight calculation,
rather than a lookup in a large table, for example.

The design team thought that a permutation could be defined using an injective map
of the 0-9 digits onto themselves, but with no digit mapping to itself. If that map was
then used to transform the individual digits of a FAD code, then it was believed that
the overall set of FAD codes and their transformations would itself form an injective
map, defining a permutation. This is intuitively true, but it was not considered “obvi-
ous”. To investigate whether it did meet the requirements, a VDM model was created
that defined FAD codes and the injective digit map. It was then stated that if the map
was applied to every possible FAD code, then the set of obfuscated FAD codes would
meet the requirements. Relevant excerpts from the VDM model are shown in listing 1.5.
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�
values
SIZE = 6; -- FAD code size
MAX = 10 ** SIZE - 1; -- The highest FAD code
DM1 : DigitMap = -- Arbitrary digit mapping
{ 1 |-> 9, 2 |-> 8, 3 |-> 7, 4 |-> 6, 5 |-> 0,
6 |-> 4, 7 |-> 3, 8 |-> 2, 9 |-> 1, 0 |-> 5 };

types
DigitMap = inmap nat to nat
inv m ==
let digits = {0, ..., 9} in

dom m = digits and rng m = digits
and forall c in set dom m & m(c) <> c;

FAD = nat
inv f == f <= MAX

functions
convert: FAD * DigitMap -> FAD
convert(fad, dm) ==
let digits = digitsOf(fad) in

valOf([ dm(digits(i)) | i in set inds digits ])
post RESULT <> fad;

traces
AllDifferent:
let fad in set {0, ..., MAX} in

convert(fad, DM1);
� �
Listing 1.5. Excerpts from the FAD code VDM model

The trace in listing 1.5 has no combination of cases, but still generates one million
test cases when SIZE is set to six. The validity of each test is checked by the fact that
the digit map DM1 must meet its constraints, and when applied to every FAD code that
map must produce an obfuscated result which meets the convert post conditions –
that it is a different value.

One could write a trace which applies every possible injective map to the entire set
of FAD codes to test that every case produces a permutation. However, with one million
FAD codes per map, this would be intractable. This illustrates the point that although
trace expansion is useful, combinatorial explosions can easily limit the size of the traces
that can be executed.

4.2 Performance results

To analyse the performance gained by using code generated traces, the trace in list-
ing 1.5 was executed using different VDM tools, for FAD codes consisting of up to
six digits. These VDM tools exhibit different performance characteristics in terms of
execution time and memory consumption due to the way they expand the trace. The
memory consumption is an indication of how well a tool scales for large test collec-
tions. For example, when the memory consumption of a tool approaches the maximum
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amount of memory available, the execution time will increase significantly. In the worst
case the tools run out of memory and crash.

Each tool was run twice for each FAD code size. The first run was used to mea-
sure execution time. The second run was used to confirm that the tool did not suffer
from memory starvation, which would yield a misleading execution time. Checking
the memory consumption was performed using a separate run to avoid affecting the
execution time. The execution times are those reported by the tools. The memory con-
sumption was analysed using the /usr/bin/time tool available on Ubuntu Gnome
15.10 (wily). This tool will report the maximum resident set size for a process, i.e. the
maximum amount of memory allocated by the process that is stored in RAM during
execution. This is not an accurate measure of the actual memory consumption but it
gives an idea of whether the VDM tools are suffering from memory starvation.

All the performance measurements were performed on a Fujitsu LIFEBOOK U772
laptop with a 1.7GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8Gb of memory running a Linux OS
(Ubuntu Gnome). The VDM tools were executed on a 64-bit Java 7 virtual machine
with a maximum heap size of 5Gb.

The execution times for FAD codes of sizes one through six are shown in table 1
and visualised using a logarithmic data plot in fig. 4. For the scenario that did not com-
plete, due to the VDM tool running out of memory during trace expansion, the result
is specified as “failed”. For FAD codes of size six, the maximum resident set sizes for
VDMJ was measured to 2.17 Gb, for code generated traces it was 2.31 Gb, whereas no
measurement was made for Overture because this tool crashed. Based on the maximum
resident set sizes it was confirmed that the tools did not suffer from memory starvation
during the trace expansion and execution.

Table 1. Execution times for different VDM tools and FAD code sizes.

Size VDMJ-3.1.1 Overture-2.3.2 extension Code Generated
[ms] [ms] [ms]

1 46 124 211
2 465 621 633
3 2,139 3,288 3,217
4 8,692 9,068 29,032
5 35,610 57,999 279,401
6 379,635 failed 2,953,318

5 Discussion

This section discusses the performance results presented in section 4.2. As illustrated
using the plot in fig. 4, execution times increase exponentially as more digits are added
to a FAD code. This is expected since adding more digits cause an exponential increase
in the number of tests generated.
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1 2 3 4 5 6

102

103

104

105

106

FAD code size

Time [ms]

VDMJ-3.1.1
Overture-2.3.2 extension

Code Generated

Fig. 4. The execution times in table 1 visualised using a logarithmic data plot.

Overture did not manage to run the one million tests generated for six digit FAD
codes because the tool ran out of memory. The code generated trace, on the other hand,
completed these tests in over 2, 900 s, or 49.22 minutes. What is surprising about the
results obtained using these two tools is that Overture expands and executes the tests
significantly faster than the code generated trace, for FAD code sizes smaller than six.
Therefore, the only performance gain of the code generated traces is the reduction in
memory needed to expand and execute the trace. This is surprising since traces that are
run as compiled code are, by intuition, expected to run faster. Comparing the execution
time of a code generated trace to that obtained using Overture provides a good indica-
tion of the performance that can be gained, since these tools use the same algorithm to
expand the trace.

VDMJ completes all one million tests in over 379 s, or 6.33 minutes and is the
fastest tool to execute the tests. Compared to Overture, VDMJ manages to complete
the tests because it uses a more memory efficient algorithm to expand the trace. Older
releases of VDMJ use an algorithm similar to that of Overture. However, very recently
VDMJ was released with a new expansion algorithm that addresses some of the perfor-
mance issues with the old expansion algorithm.

To study the performance overhead posed by OpenJML, we first tried to compile
and execute the code generated trace as a normal Java program – without using Open-
JML. This is similar to running the code generated trace without checking the generated
JML annotations. When this is done, even with the poor expansion algorithm, the one
million tests are expanded and executed in 33.94 seconds. If the expansion algorithm is
changed to that used by VDMJ, this will most likely be significantly lower. The reason
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for this is that VDMJ seems to scale better than Overture for larger test sets, as indicated
by the execution times in table 1.

To further analyse the overhead of using OpenJML we tried to remove the JML an-
notations from the generated code and compile and execute the tests using the OpenJML
runtime assertion checker. The point of this is to eliminate the overhead directly related
to checking the JML constraints and focus solely on the overhead posed by OpenJML.
Although this reduces the number of extra checks that are performed, OpenJML still
guards against variables and fields that hold the value null, as this is not allowed by
default. When the JML annotations are removed, OpenJML expands and executes the
one million tests in 11.15 minutes. Ideally, the execution time should be close to that
obtained by running the code generated trace without the OpenJML runtime assertion
checker (33.94 seconds). This is an indication that OpenJML has a significant influence
on the rather disappointing performance results obtained using code generated traces.

To address the performance issues we believe that two things must be done. First,
the expansion algorithm must be updated to that used by VDMJ, which is available as
open-source. Secondly, we plan to look into other DbC technologies that can be used to
support our work (section 6).

6 Conclusion and future plans

In this paper we have shown how VDM traces can be code generated and used to test
the system realisation, or some part of it. Code generated traces have potential to allow
a larger number of tests to be executed since they are run as compiled code rather than
using a VDM interpreter. Our work is implemented as an extension of Overture’s Java
code generator, which translates a VDM-SL model to a Java program annotated with
JML derived from the VDM constraints. When the code generated trace is expanded
and executed, using a JML tool, the code generated version of the VDM specification
is validated against the JML annotations.

In the FAD code case study, code generated traces allow more memory efficient ex-
pansion and execution of traces, compared to using the Overture interpreter. However,
we still regard our current performance results as disappointing. Especially because
the FAD code trace executes much faster with VDMJ compared to the code generated
version of the trace. In order for code generated traces to execute faster than traces
interpreted using VDMJ, we believe that two things must be addressed. First, the algo-
rithm used for the expansion must be improved, for example, by using that of VDMJ.
Secondly, there are also indications that the performance issues are directly related to
the use of OpenJML.

Looking forward, we plan to investigate other technologies that can support our
work and help us achieve better performance results. One way to ensure that the con-
tracts and type constraints, as specified in VDM, hold across the translation, is by adding
extra Java checks to the generated code – without using a particular DbC technology.
Although this allows us to control exactly when these checks are triggered, the sepa-
ration between specification and code becomes less clean. One DbC technology that
is worth investigating, as an alternative to OpenJML, is the .NET-based technology,
Microsoft Code Contracts [27, chapter 15]. Compared to JML, which uses a dedicated
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syntax for program specification, Code Contracts provides its features via libraries to
support all languages within the .NET framework. JML and Code Contracts share many
of the same concepts although their semantics sometimes differ. Changing our work to
use another DbC technology therefore requires new rules for representing VDM con-
straints in the generated code. However, due to the similarities between Java and C#, we
expect the approach used to code generate traces to be readily reusable. In a C++ con-
text another DbC technology that is worth investigating is the Contract++ library [4],
which has been accepted into Boost [26]. On a longer term, contracts may also be a
native feature of C++17 [8].
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